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INSTRUCTIONS      

Here are three made-up English words.  Two of them sound the same – the ones with rings 

round them.  There is a number “2” in the box on the right, because two of the words sound the 

same.   

 

Example vate voot vait 2 

  

Here are another three made-up English words.  Again, two of them sound the same, so there is 

a number “2” in the box on the right.  There are rings around the two words that sound the 

same: 

 

Example tream treem trome 2 

 

Finally, here are three made-up English words which all sound different to each other.  Therefore 

there are no rings around any of them.  There is a number “0” (zero) in the box on the right.   

 

Example zall zorg zale 0 

 

 
En français maintenant!   

Now we are going to look at some made-up French words.  Look at each group of three words 

in turn.  Think about how they would sound in French.   

 

1. Put a ring around any words which sound the same in that group of three.   

2. In the box on the right, write down how many words sound the same in that group of three. 

3. In each group of three, there might be no words which sound the same; or there might be 

two which sound the same. 

 

1 blais  blait blare  

2 vuis  vart vès  

3 nande  nands nand  

4 puite  pien pource  

5 grois  groit gromme  
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6 nant nel nans  

7 lerres leux leut  

8 jite ji jit  

9 choin choint chont  

10 bloute bloues blout  

11 nent nemps nas  

12 goux gous gaque  

13 quis qués quise  

14 drère drire draire  

 

  

 
  

 

Now please answer this question by ticking one box: 

 

If you did another exercise like this, how well do you think you would be able to do it? 

 

Very well Quite well  Not that well Not well at all 

    

 

 

 

 

 

MERCI BEAUCOUP! 

 

 

 

 

 


